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(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M.J.A., Jan. 13, 1964)

1. In the calculations of quantum field theory, so called "cut-
off" procedure is frequently used to remove divergence of some
physical quantity. In this and the following [1 notes we discuss the
ambiguities which is immanent in some of these cut-off procedures
and consider some kind of remedies for it.

2. To clarify the cut-off procedures we consider the relation
between the occupation number representation and the tensor product
of Hilbert spaces in an axiomatic manner.

Assumptions with respect to the states of a single particle are
the following:

S. The states of a single particle correspond to the vectors of
a Hilbert space H.

S. The physical quantities of a single particle correspond to the
self-adjoint operators (defined on a dense subset of the space H).

Sa. There is a set of physical quantities whose corresponding
operators commute each other and makes a complete system of oper-
ators. We denote these operators by 0,..., 0.

S. We restrict our considerations to the case that eigenvalues
a,(a,,..., a,) of the operators (0,..., 0) makes a point (discrete)
spectrum.

Assumptions with respect to the states of quantized field are the
following:

F. To every system of eigenvalues ,(,,’’’,,n) of single
particle, i.e. to every eigenstate V, of the quantum number ,, one
assigns the number n, of particles which are in this state. We
assume that there exist eigenvectors @n, for every n, and a Hilbert
space H which is the closure of the linear aggregate of {,1
n,=0, 1, 2. .}.

F. Corresponding to a state # of the field, there exist vectors
of the infinite direct product //(R) H, of the space H, in the sense of
J. Von Neumann 2. We leave details of the indicate direct product
to the original author’s article 2J, and indicate only the following
properties (1), (2) of c-sequences*) which has close relation to the am-

*) Notations and abbreviations in this article follow J. Von Neumann 2J.
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biguities of cut-off procedures.
HH-@f)@20f@ ( ,=+

for any integer m and for any complex number 20,

(= f)g(,=+y) +(,f)h(
for any integer m.

The vectors having the expressions of either side of these equal-
ities hence define the same state.. We consider here some of usual cut-off process in the terms of
tensor product. The cut-off procedure which appears in the custom-
ary calculation of quantum field theory is of the following kind.

With respect to some physical quantity which is expressed by

the function of the divergen integral e.g. ()d, he domain

the integral is eug off as the following: ()g or ()g or

()g ere. After these eu-off 9roeedures he hysieal quaniy

g(a) da is frequently calculated as the lira g(a) da etc.

To express these procedures using the corresponding states of field,
one defines cut-off operator P which maps a vector Hf to the

H Hvector( =@f)@(=+@eo) where eo is a vector which corres-
ponds to the occupation number e.g. 0 for the quantum number

In some cases we may be able to consider that the cut-off pro-
ceeds as ollows e.g.

4. Now we consider the abiguity of these cut-off procedures
y the gollowing gout examples.

Example 1. For any linear aregate of c-sequences there
exists a set of vectors og H such hat P converges to 0.

ProoL For -==.=@f.-.@f,@>ff), we
can take , such that the equalities (@)@@)-1 and
.@).)0 hold. Let -@..@>), then

P-Z.@.@@0 converges to 0, since
[U.@.f.. This sort og biguity cuses or the pop-
erty (1).

To avoid this sort og abiguity one ay iediately thin
aout the standard os: ..] ])..@./.ll) or =@. and

r--l, 2," ", .
One can see however even these standard gores do not always

give unique cut-off vector because og the property (2) as the gollow-
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ing Example 2 shows.
Example 2. Assume that 9 II (R)f +I1 (R) g, satisfies the follow-

ing two conditions: (1) IIfll=JJg]]=l (2) (f, g}=0 for any a. Then
we see that H(R)f=(R)oo, II(R)g=q(R)qoo and g+/-#, g_LO,

Now
=(R) +(R) (R)(-)+(+)(R).

Hence using the first expression,
P9:@eo+eo:(+)eo.

So [[P9[[=2. Using he 2nd expression, however,
(v-=) ++#1. (++).

Hence

Hence

IIPll-44++)"+l -1+21+ +,. So 111 runs
through the value from 2 to . We can see also here

lim P9 @eo and lim P9 e0.--The following wo examples show more pathological ambiguity
of eu-off operaors.

Example 3. or any sae # whose corresponding vee,or is a
e-sequenee, here exis sandard expressions # sueh ha P# con-
verges o 0.

Example 4. or any #, which are expressed by finite linear
aggregate of e-sequence, here exis ses of expressions {#u} and {}
sueh ha P# PV.
be a sandard form. Le e=,

1and ]e]]-JJez]-I and #= (e=--e=). Then we see ha #--#u

1

Hence

P=5(eo)--(eo)--O.
In ease #--27==@f.., we can prove similarly.

Example 4 is also easily constructed utilizing Example
Lastly i is remarkable ha he eu-off process can no always

be done in he space H as he following example shows:
Example 5. Let ,=, .=@9.@9,@ .=,+@9. where

c,>0, 2=c,<= and 2=c=- are satisfied. Then we can see easily
that I11< and
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questions: Under what expressions the customary cut-off procedure
is done ?

Some answers for these questions will be given in the following
articles 1] 3 which also contain some sort of remedies against
these ambiguities.

The author would like to thank Prof. K. Kunugi for his helpful
criticism and encouragement. The author would like to thank also
Prof. T. Imamura for his valuable discussions.

(This article is dedicated to Prof. K. Kunugi for the memory of
his 60th birthday.)
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